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NEW AGE ARCHITECTS Happily for the worid, today's architectural designers in California and throughout the States
by Georgiana Teeple are experiencing a rising awareness which adds new elements to planning. Foremost of these is

ENERGY, pure, vital, abundantly available — utilizing a marriage of natural solar power with fresh 
discoveries regarding texture, color, dimensions and other facets to FORM. Much is being learned, also, regarding energies inherent in 
form itself. Pioneering young architects concern themselves with the psychological and metaphysical effects of these on people as they 
work, play, and live.

The pyramid form is drawing a very great deal of attention as evidenced by the fact that Southern California architects were able, 
recently, with a government grant, to build an approximately thirty-foot-high perfect pyramid replica using interlaced plastic tubing and 
covered with a stunning "skin" of white plastic for a week-end Pyramid Energy festival, a camp out on the athletic field of Pepperdine 
College at Malibu, California. Afterwards the structure was to be dismantled, taken to Washington, D.C., there re-assembled and exhibited 
alongside the Washington Monument.

The variety-filled festival featured energy-conscious Speakers, E. Raymond Capt, author of The Great Pyramid Decoded, (distributed 
by El Cariso Publications), and our own Bill Cox, as well as authorities on Bio-feedback and Kirlian photography. These last presented 
abundant visual material. An Orgone Box stood ready for entrance by anyone interested in its effects. Daily sessions of Kundalini Yoga
inside the pyramid structure were said to hold especially exciting vibrations for the turned-on participants!

MEETING OF MINDS . . . Bobert B. Cousins, Metaphys
ical Architect (left), and E. Raymond Capt, Pyram- 
idologist, and author of "The Great Pyramid Decoded," 
view Zuma Beach setting at Malibu, California. Eighteen 
foot-high pyramid in background is pilot model for a 
chain of Southern California vegetarian restaurants de- 
signed by Cousins, with Capt's enthusiastic approval.

Another modular-assembled form by the young architects, a 
Buckminster-Fuller-type Geodesic dorne, proved spacious and a super setting for 
a live Rock Band and dancing, as well as shelter for the many 
sleeping-bag-ensconced bodies to rest around the dome's inside circumference.

"Psychological" and "Metaphysical" architecture had proponents (and 
active builders) at the festival in the persons of Bryan Burke, its organizer 
George Merida, and Robert Bruce Cousins. Chats with them cleared upsomeof 
the all-important aspects and effects on people by the buildings designed for 
Offices, factories, etc., in which they work, the kinds of homes to which they 
return, and where wives and children spend so much time. Unconscious, 
indefinable, subliminal reactions are experienced without inhabitants realizing 
what the influences really are.

A materialistic-oriented individual, for example, can be content with the 
shut-in, artifically-lit, windowless, and air-conditioned modular unit to today's 
office buildings and apartments without being aware of the de-humanizing 
effects and the computer-like monotony of the "cell blocks."

Tuned-in-to-nature and Cosmos type individuals would suffer in such settings, however. They consciously, or unconsciously, require 
contact with a visible outdoors — light, subtle energies, air, and shrubs, flowers and trees in a natural growing Situation. They would feel 
more comfortable, also, in forms repeating, or in harmony with, nature's infinite variations. Qualities of color, texture, and materials have 
enormous impact and show a ränge from genuine to contrived rusticity and to the ultra-sophistication of the mirrored "skin" covering
Steel and pre-stressed concrete structures.

Bob Cousins and other young metaphysical architects, conscious of the energy in vibrations within perfect pyramid forms, have 
constructed a prototype of what they intensely hope will be a chain of pyramid-shaped Natural Food Restaurants whose appeal and 
consequently beneficial effects may reach even the most "uptight" business man. (See photo.)

Unveiled, also, by California Architects in the Los Angeles area this June third, was the "World's First Mirrored Glass, Solar,
Pyramid House," featuring "solar heating, solar electricity, and pyramid power."

Gary Färber, of the Southern California Institute of Architecture, furnishes a resource list of books and Pamphlets to facilitate the 
design of buildings using natural energy, some examples are:

1. Design with Climate — Biodimated Approach to Architecture. Victor Olgyay, Princeton Press, New Jersey, 1973. Designing in 
harmony with climate to reduce energy needs. cominued on page 4
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TWO PLANES AT FINDHORN

Fourth Dimension Reachout telepathy and beyond

An ordinary mongrel triggeret! the research for this article. With some dismay I realized one day that 
a dog exercises more telepathy preceding an excited hark at advancing strangers than I express in a 
month! Butthere are compensations.

Fido's telepathic Zone, though effective, appears restricted to the immediate premises unless linked 
by unusual love - which permeates all space - or through attachment, solar plexus to solar plexus, with a 
distant master. Occasionally this strong bond between mastiff and master enables the wayward pet to find 
his way home cross-country, thereby extending the expected ränge of intuitional contact.

'Though of limited conscious awareness, the animal cocks an ear long before I hear the approaching 
down-wind intruder. Something more than super-smell is at work. (Here, puppy dog has one gift I don't 
envy.) If I had his nose for aromas, my view of society and myself... would be traumatically altered. The 
dog's acutely sharp hearing detects tones high in the scale. Alas, they vibrate in silence upon these humble 
ears!

Our mutt's reactive, telepathic nature is closely tied to his survival instincts. By comparison, I reach 
deep for fair telepathic rapportHHave I been a little too secure lately?

Order to make known to the outer world the principles underlying its establishment and 
its phenomenal growth and inftuences. He says, "For someone who Uvesin the so-called 
'everyday world' of wages, rates, creditors and banks, traffic pollution and crowds — a 
world filled with noise, violence, fear, andpolitical maneuvering, there would naturally be 
an air of unreality about a place where faries, elves, and other nature spirits are accepted 
as normally as . . . the police officer on the corner, where plants are acknowledged as

David Spangier, of the Findhorn, 
Scotland, Trust, and one of its teading 
"lights," aptly describes the challenge 
Findhorn community has had to meet in

members of the community . . . where physical, spiritual, and persona! needs of the 
community are met, (often instantaneously), by using spiritual laws of attraction and 
manifestation . . . where love and joy form a tangible atmosphere about the community 
life. "

From the earliest impartations received by EHxir (described in issue 12) it became 
known that gnomes, elves, brownies, water and air spirites do, in fact, exist outside fairy 
tales, and that under the direction of a heirarchy above, (Devas), the little creatures 
perform a continuing service to plant life.

Geoffrey Hodson in Faries at Work and Play teils in his delightful way of the endless 
variety of the tiny forms and their characteristics. He explains, as well, the function they
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perform in absorbing energy and transmitting it to plants, and in the case of the Undine, 
(water sprites), to streams and waterfalls. It is a three-fo/d process, according to Hodson. 
They absorb solar energy directly from the sun, totally assimilate it within their little 
forms, and then release all in what appears to be, for them, pure ecstacy. Hodgson, at 
present, is one of the very few individuals we know who actually sees the little beings 
(though obviously a number do), and in the past — in the Middle Ages particularly — 
many have been visualty aware of their existence. Literature has abounded with 
references to them from time immemorial.

Findhorn gardens, thus became the phenomenon they are, through EHxir's spiritual 
guidance and with direction from plant Devas with help from the little workers, 
(elementals), below. The question became how to break out of the park's Isolation and 
share with the outside world — even their adjoining caravan park neighbors — and 
orthodox townspeople, the exquisite success and harmony enjoyed within the 
comparatively small community.

The answer came, again, through 
Inspiration, to begin workshops for 
printing, weaving and other crafts 
which would be of such excellent 
quality as to be in great demand. Then 
a theatre should be built where music, 
dance, and drama would serve as 
"draws." In other words, Findhorn 
Park was thus able to bridge the gap 
with orthodox Scottish citizens and 
neighbors by means of creating a 
business based on excellent qualities of 
pottery, weaving, silk screening, candle 
making, printing literature, and the 
dramatic arts. No longer thought of as 
"weird" with "unholy orgies" and 
such, the little commune has, then, 
through crafts and business, (now 
expanded to two Stores selling the 
superb products from the Studios), set 
a prime example for others who strive 
to establish footholds in balanced 
consciousness and New Age visions. 
Findhorn has perfect balance and 
harmony, dedication to their expres
sive production, and a superb pioneer- 
Continued on page 4

Years of Controller! experiments with Zenner 
Cards overwhelmingly confirms a true basis for telep- 
athy. Why not throw the cards away, together with 
our penchant for effects? Let's investigate the nature 
of cause and find useful applications for telepathy. 
The phenomenon has been defined as "communi
cation by thought, ideas, and/or feeling between
beings, beyond language barriers and ordinary sensory 
means."

Telepathy can convey mental suggestions. For 
example, Russian senders can induce hypnotic trance 
in receptive subjects hundreds of miles away! It 
(telepathy) can sound an alarm so that a sleeping 
mother awakens to the awareness of her son's sudden 
death on the battlefield half-way 'round the world.

The great mentalist, Dunninger, astounded TV 
viewers by reading the minds of submarine officers far 
away beneath the sea. But thought travels in other
dimensions, so far elusive to scientific measurement.

If l'm to make sense out of this research and of 
personal experiences as a Professional dowser who 
telepaths with the life force in Underground water and 
other hidden substances, I must acknowledge thought 
as a unique form of energy. How fast does thought 
travel? How far? And to whom or with what does it 
communicate? I believe its thrust is instantaneous, 
unlimited in distance, and unfettered by our clock- 
time-world. In this context, long distance projection, 
reception, perception, and multi-level communication 
is as attainable as telepathy between two people in a 
one-room house.

If intercontinental telepathy is possible, what of 
inter-planetary contact? Unless our creator has drawn 
an inpenetrable telepathic barrier across space, what's 
to stop high Order people from mentally cohering with 
beings on distant and alien worlds — providing the 
sending agent and the target person both desire to 
communicate on some common ground of understand
ing? I have good reason to believe the pyramid as a 
focusing form, an energy accumulator-generator in 
space, enhances telepathic rapport. (To be continued 
. . . "Telepathy, A How To".)

GENESA . . . "An ENERGYSM is just as alive 
as an organism. It moves about the room and, 
while it is available to each and every person in 
the room at all times, its living presence is feit 
more acutely by those persons in a given sector 
of the room. Then it moves on again, and the 
sensitive observer "knows" where the 
ENERGYSM is and can trace its move- 
ments ..."

GENESA . . . “Organism yes . . . but who ever 
heard of an Energysm? No one, because I just 
now made up the word (Dr. Derald G. 
Langham, October, 1969). If an organism is a 
BEING consisting of visible matter, then an 
Energysm is a BEING consisting of feelable 
energy that has not yet Condensed to the state 
where it becomes visible to the naked eye ..."
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PYRAMID CHURCH OF ANODIZED ALUMINUM. From a Texas subscriber we learn the Unity Church in Houston, has built a pyramid 

structure for a sanctuary including 7,500 square feet where the Reverend John D. Rankin meditates with his congregation....

The new sanctuary was to be oriented to the true north and not magnetic north which might have been better"...."The mag

netic declination m Houston issays our reader, "approximately 8 degrees, and so I assume the Orientation of the pyramid 

departs from magnetic north by about that number of degrees." The Reverend disclosed also that there are psychics in Houston 

who believe there is a third Orientation which approximates, but does not equal either of the other two, aforementioned 

Orientations at which they se£ and feel the most pyramid energy. HEAT PLUS PYRAMID POWER, Sharpens Blades? From Michael 

Huish, Newport Beach, Calif.... "I have been using a 6 inch pyramid to keep my razor Sharp for about four months. for the 

first two months I was able to keep my razor relatively sharp. It seemed to reach a level that produced a good shave with 

not rauch drag. At the end of this period it degenerated considerably to a point where I replaced it with a new one. The 

second blade has remamed Sharp for over two months and its shaving ability remains ranked with a new blade. I attribute 

the better performance from the added process of holding the razor underwater from a stream at the tap for about thirty 

seconds after each shave and immediately placing the hot razor into the pyramid. Perhaps the sharpening process is increa

sed by the accelerated movements of the atomic structure in conjunction with the accumulated pyramid energy which I be

lieve has a dose relationship to the binding force of the atoms and the subatomic partiales in those atoms." TAYLOR 

TAKES GARDNER TO TASK. Re: Gardner's "tongue in cheek" article in Scientific American, June >74, on the current inter- 

est in replica pyramids, Ernie Taylor, of Wellesley, Mass, says,..."Gardner handles mathematical games and oddities as a 

regulär feature of Si and treats the subject of pyramid energies in pretty much of a tongue-in-cheek in this particular 

piece; sort of a scientific A rt Buchwald!" In dealing with Mr. Gardner's view as recorded in his book, Fads and Fal- 

lacies in the Name of Science, Taylor coinmcnts, "...We need gadflies on both sides,...but how does Mr. Gardner view the

GREAT DISCOVERIES - CAMERON IN THE WINGS

Through training and applied disciplines I have seen auras around people and energy fields - 
mostly above — vigorous trees and plant growth for more than three years now.

I've never seen a ghost, but ever since Verne Cameron's transition from this plane, March 28, 
1972, there have been unusual feelings, and sounds ... I now have a thick diary-type file bringing me 
communication from Verne through numerous sources, from people l'd never met. Neither had some 
of the psychics known Mr. Cameron personally. The volume and quality of the reports indicate the 
time is now right to begin this article and the series to follow. I'm not selling anything — not even a 
point of view, but rather wish to share an incredible chain of phenomena associated with a dynamic 
individual apparently breaking through from the "other side."

Verne Cameron, once a minister in the Spiritualist church, became disenchanted with egos, 
fakery, and commercialism in certain areas of the Spiritualist movement. Cameron, acknowledged 
wörldwide as one of history’s all-time great Diviners and a Professional Locator, held a guarded 
opinion about spiritualistic Claims, but contacts with Estrella, his own deceased daughter, convinced 
the old master that entities, discarnate or otherwise, living in another dimension, can focus energies 
manifesting as communication in the human scene.

Mr. Cameron and I frequently discussed a possible method for proving spirit contact and 
developed a code we could use between ourselves when one or the other passed over into the planes 
beyond. The Saturday preceeding the Tuesday of Verne's transition from this world, we re-established 
our code, via the Aurameter, Cameron's unique invention, a super-sensitive dowsing device. It is the 
same instrument Verne employed in establishing one of the most remarkable and documented dowsing 
records in modern times. He used the aurameter in making the inter-dimension communication with 
Estrella. I can now say without doubt or hesitantcy that Cameron has moved my aurameter with 
unmistakable force and direction, according to our prearranged ciphers.

As we rode up the mountain that last Saturday together, the Dowsing Mentor said he was anxious 
to "go over, to see what it was like on the other side," in a männer resembling the excitement of a 
young boy about to climb the ballpark fence. "My work here is done," he said. "Now that we have 
published my books you can carry on with the work, Bill. You have all you need to know to teach my 
methods to others . . . there's greater work for me to do on the other side." I replied-. "Oh no Verne* 
Don't go yet, I have a million questions to ask, besides, I like your Company."

We completed the Underground water survey in the mountain meadow and hills that day. I had to 
carry Verne on my back when we went uphill; he was still very weak from a year-long illness. In spite 
of the handicaps, all wells drilled at the staked-out sides came in with grand quantity and quality as 
predicted.

Verne Cameron has manifested his presence directly to me on several occasions through 
clairsenscience (feeling), by way of the aurameter and clairaudiently (sound), by voice, tones and 
subtle impressions when I meditate, lecture, or do locating work. His promptings have given me 
assurance on difficult dowsing assignments to successful conclusion.

To appreciate the full scope of most unusual events to unfold in subsequent editions of the 
'Guide, we are first reprinting in future issues, a short biographical Sketch of Verne L. Cameron I 
wrote for the number seven, winter 1968 edition of "THE HIGH COUNTRY, quarterly, entitled "A 
Dowser and His Angel."

Bill Cox
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Page. MPYRAMID REPLICA ALTERS BRAINWAVES

Sophisticated bio-feedback equipment readily shows how meditators can consciously learn to control their brainwaves. Recent tests involving monitored 
subjects meditating outside, then inside, a panel-less pyramid produced some new and startling comparisons. The pyramid form, because of its unique 
energy-accumulating generative qualities, apparently stimulates increased Theta and Alpha activity, with higher frequencies and more than double the 
amplitude.

This means, then, that another (Cosmic) force comes into action, created by the form itself — subliminally enhancing one's ability to voluntarily, or 
involuntarily, develop heightened, altered States of consciousness.

Earlier this year, Gary Plapp of the Huma-Tech, San Jose Laboratories, attached electrodes from an EEG 
experienced male meditator. Outside the pyramid model the subject's brainwaves registered basic patterns on the 
device. Then, shortly after the subject entered the four-foot-high pyramid and resumed meditation, significant 
changes in his brainwave patterns began to appear.

The Alpha state, so earnestly sought after by mind control and bio-feedback ouffs, became evident in 
extremely high and low scale readings. At times abundant wave trains of Alpha notably registered such high 
amplitude the readings rose to points off-scale at the top of the graph! Plapp's tests with psychics and meditators 
of varied experience and age-spread indicated to him that the pyramid produces an amplifying effect on 
pre-determined mental States. That is, concentration, meditation, self-awareness, and altered States of 
consciousness. He also noted the pyramid's natural, harmonious balancing and energy-producing qualities.

In-pyramid testing also showed higher Beta activity throughout the spectrum. Even with one subject's eyes 
open, several bursts of Theta brainwaves appeared between rolling Alpha patterns — suggesting accelerated and 
deeper meditative States may be possible within a pyramid environment.

(Electroencephlograph), to the scalp of an
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Since man/woman, with bio-feedback techniques, can learn to regulate their own blood pressure, body
temperature, oxygen consumption, heartbeat, and other normally
automatic body functions, new vistas of research and self-control 
are opening up to us in the new age.

The brain's cerebral cortex divides into right and left 
hemispheres. In most people the left side governs rational, 
analytical thought, while the right half fosters one's intuitional, 
Creative instincts. This side is scientifically more difficult to 
rneasure.

It's interesting to note that verbal thought records in the 
right hemisphere an idling (Alpha) brain rhythm. Intuitive, spatial, 
mind experiences record more Alpha production over this hem
isphere. Plapp found psychics indicated high activity over this side 
usually associated with right-handed persons. However, psychics in 
a trance-state registered extra high levels of Beta and Alpha 
brainwaves. Both hemispheres apparently interact beautifully in 
high-performance, well integrated people. It has been known for 
centuries that a disciplined mind, capable of fixed attention, 
accelerates the flow of psychic energy. The pyramid form 
according to numerous testimonials, most likely arouses a pro- 
nounced increase of psychic energy or prana in meditators.

Plapp believes healers and developing psychics can be more 
effective, possibly, using the additional energy afforded by the 
pyramid form, and his early bio-feedback tests suggest highly 
attuned individuals may be actively using larger portions of their 
brain in daily life A

NEW AGE ARCHITECTS
Continued from Page 1

2. Energy For Architects. Fred 
Dubin, Architecture Plus, July '73. 
Discusses projects that will conserve 
energy and use new energy sources, 
including solar.

There are a surprising number of 
buiiding projects existing throughout 
the U.S. having their designs based on 
the use of solar energy. The University 
of Delaware, for example, has ? 
solar-heated, cooled home with photo- 
voltair electricity. The University of 
Florida's solar energy and energy 
conversion laboratory in Gainesville, 
Florida's solar energy and energy- 
conversion laboratory is yet another.

Altogether, psychologically, 
metaphysically, and ecologically, there 
seems to be great promise now and in 
the future for the beneficial and 
harmonious influences and effects on 
humanity to be realized in the 
awakening "new age" architecture A

PYRAMIDIA
Continued

ing Creative spirit. “in its cooperation 
with the kingdoms of nature and the 
community behind it has been shown 
proof that the New Age and the 
spiritual principies that express it were 
not simple, nice abstractions for 
meditation," David Spangier observes.

This was not to underestimate 
meditation for what it is. On the 
contrary, it was to show clearly how 
practical its applications are even in 
this sensory and materia/istically 
oriented worid. For no day begins at 
Findhorn without morning meditation 
in its beautiful chapel, at which time 
an atmosphere of love and the 
vibrations from upHfting consciousness 
pervade — in a total absence of 
piousness or self-interests.

Humanness, equality, humiHty, 
pervade the centre, with the potent 
vibrations grounding themselves in 
practical projects for buiiding a com
munity which sets new Standards and 
visions for New Age Man.
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Dezw. Edltont, I necently made- a vltlt to the. Onegon Vontex, ( nean Gold HTM 
tn touthevin Onegon ), and ^ound the enengtet thene of, veny high magnltude; the 
expenlence It un^ongettable. 1 tutpect thene to be many othen natunal vontl- 
ce/. oecunnlng tn htthetito unknown aneat. Hlnlt towand the ditcoveny o^ pntned- 
palt tunnoundtng vontexlal ley of, the land may be teen tn pantlculan tn a new 
book pubUthed tn New Zealand: PIMENSIÖN 33, by Bnuce Cathte, and abto tn (/TEW 

OPER ATLANTIS, by John Micheli. tlneenely, Ooug Steinmetz, Eugene, Onegon.

Dean Elli and Geonglana, Uni Gellen hat made an Impact tn England by bendtng 
tmall metal objeett and dnawlng htdden plant. AU one nathen tutpecl by the 
pnofettlonal maglctant, but I have heand of two ehlldnen of fnlendt who can alto 
bend metal objeett menely by thought. A nunte at tehool jolned flve fnlendt In 
a clnele with one ojj them lylng down In the middle. Then by concentnatlng hand 
fon flve to twenty mlnutet they wene able to levitate the one lylng down utlng 
only one fingen eaeh In the lifting. She told the tubject, a founieen yean- 
old glnl attendlng the Engllth tehool wat equally tcaned at the othent Involved 
In the expenlment, and the neunte will tay no mone. Vn. Robent Heanley, London, 
England.

Dean Mn. Cox, By a ten mlnute expotune to pynamtd powen, my nephew ovencame a 
two to thn.ee day battle with an uptei ttomaeh eondltlon. A 9 - voll tnantltton 
batteny about to phate out, wat nevlved to funetlon well 48 hount aften a 24 
houn expotune to pynamtd powen. Mnt. S.V. Manguccl, Nonth Hollywood, Calif.

Vean Sin, I would like to know what a pynamtd dorne would cott me, made of cand-
boand lange enough to nechange my plate, I have two 6X6 and one 6X8 and one

THOUGHTS .... from a PYRAMIDOLOGIST
by Bernard Pietsch
BIO-RYTHMS EXPRESSED IN THE 
GREAT PYRAMID

Through a rather fortunate set of cir- 
cumstances and many hours of labors re- 
searching the Great Pyramid of Cheops, I have 
been able to decipher much of the meaning of 
the stones. The pyramid expresses the laws of 
a complete Science absolutely unknown to us. 
The structure gives the laws of timing in the 
different realms of Biology, Physics, and 
Astronomy. I am reaching for the recovery of 
ancient Astrology which I can now see is a 
real Science of man.

I predict there'll be a Cosmic clock 
containing the timing systematics I have 
derived from the Great Pyramid. This System 
will enable the physicist to understand why 
the Foucault Pendulum doesn't precess ac- 
cording to the Foucault formula. This new 
clock will help the medical doctor with his 
knowledge of drug administration — depend- 
ent upon his knowledge of the personal 
biological rhythms of his patient and coupled 
with the natural organic timing of the earth in 
its various rhythms.

My book, Voices In Stone (distributed 
by The Pyramid Guide), elucidates how a 
rigorous Science is detailed in the pyramid. It 
reconciles a geographic and a magnetic earth 
and gives three values to time — each convert- 
ible into the other. These values are subject to 
empirical testing. When this testing shall have 
been done we will understand the heartbeat 
and the breathing frequency in relation to the 
heartbeat. It will show, I believe, the unique- 
ness of the individual as expressed in that 
ratio, the performance as seen upon the grand 
framework of a natural time.

12" X 12" plate. I ute the lange one 
fon tneating my body. I had tnouble 
with twelllng anklet and tlnlt enengy 
teemt to have eonneeted this tnouble. 
The tmallen platet l ute to ehange tap 
waten fon my plantt, Jotephlne Sltka, 
Santa Ee, New Mexico.

PYRAMEDITATION
Feit twenty feet tall. Saw colors and symbols. 
Saw visions, heard sound and broke out into a 
stveat, Second time, feit so relaxed almost went 
out.

Rev. Lancaster, Penn.

Electricity and Astrology?

BATTERY TEST No. 1 = 1.1V
No. 2 = 1.09V

Following is the report of a three-week 
experiment with flashlight batteries. We 
welcome your comments and contributions 
regarding this matter.

Object: To test the recharging effect, if any, 
of mana on batteries. Procedura: Four size "C" 
Tosari brand flashlight batteries were purchased 
and tested with a SANWA model U-50 DNC 
Multimeter using a No. 44 lamp load. All four 
produced 1.55 volts, and were numbered 1 thru 
4. They were shorted to the following voltages:

No. 1 = ,2V
No. 2 = ,1V 
No. 3 = ,3V 
No. 4 = .2V

The batteries were left Standing overnight 
and checked again the next morning in the 
same way. They were then distributed as 
follows: No. 1 on a fortyfold aluminum/plastic 
Manabox; No. 2 on a onefold copper/plastic 
Manabox; No. 3 in a 6" styrene pyramid; No. 4 
as control. All batteries were checked daily at 
approximately 9:30 a.m. for one week, then at 
weekly intervals for two weeks. On that date 
they were taken off the test arrangements and 
checked again 24 hours later. Results: Day 1 
(before test) No. 1 = .95V

No. 2 = ,9V
No. 3 = .95V
No. 4 = ,95V

Day 2 All batteries = 1V
Day 3 No. 1 = 1.05V

No. 2 = 1V
No. 3 = 1.05V
No. 4 = 1V

Day 4 No. 1 = 1.09V
No. 2 = 1.01V 
No. 3 = 1.05V 
No. 3 = 1.01V

Day 5 No. 1 = 1.1V
No. 2 = 1.05V
No. 3 = 1.1V
No. 4 = 1.05V

Day 6 No. 1 = 1.1V
No. 2 = 1.05V
No. 3 = 1.1V
No. 4 = 1.05V

Day 7 No. 1 = 1.15V
No. 2 = 1.09V
No. 3 = 1.1V
No. 4 = 1.05V

Day 14 No. 1 = 1.1V
No. 2 = 1.09V
No. 3 = 1.09V
No. 4 = 1.05V

Day 21 No. 1 = 1.2V
No. 2 = 1.19V
No. 3 = ,9V (???)
No. 4 = 1.1V (???)

Day 22 No ehange

Comments: Though the amounts are minimal, 
it's clear the test batteries definitely increased 
in voltage over the control during the first 
week. Even No. 2, which started out with .05 
volts less than the others, exceeded the control 
by the seventh day. No. 1 made the most 
marked ehange, which suggests the Manabox 
higher energy Output must have been a factor.

The drop of .05 volts in No. 1 in the second 
week is puzzling, as is the subsequent jump of 
.1 volts during the next week. So is the jump of 
.1 volts in No. 2 in the same week. Note that 
No. 4 also increased by .05 volts in that week 
after having appeared to be remaining steady at 
1.05 for a week and a half. Relatively startling 
is the sudden drop in No. 3 to a point below 
the others after a steady climb.

What caused the rises and drop in that last 
week? Test arrangements hadn't changed. 
Atmospheric conditions? The weather here was 
fairly stable. Sunspots? Radio reception seemed 
normal. Planetary energies? Venus went direct 
on Day 15 and Mercury went retrograde on 
Day 17. According to traditional astrology a 
retrograde Mercury is supposed to affect our 
mental energy, and Mercury in mythology is 
the same as Hermes/Thoth, who supposedly 
had something to do with the pyramids. This 
may be farfetched, but in exploring an 
unknown, we should consider everything. We 
look forward to your reports so we can 
compare results.

SERGE KING with hix "Manabox'’

Serge V. King, Huna International
3741 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

Phone (213) 397-0669
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there are a few "working" PSYCHOTRONIC GENERATORS in labs on the east and west 

but we havn't yet viewed the Instruments personally: We'll publish it when we do.

A. We undersfand

ability to make an object move. Your friend, Johnny N. Edwards, Overland, Mo,

Q. I would like your literature and Information and prices on your Cameron Aurameter and Petroleo

meter. I have been having trouble around my residente with some kind of energies, or eise some- 

else's electronics. I wonder if your Aurameter and Petroleometer could detect who or what it

Q. I'm interested m psychotronic generators, (small devices that move up to several hours when 

energized by mental or concentrated thought processes ). I have been doing work with pyra

mids, but I think I need something more powerful, like the Hieronymus Machine. I'm particularly 

interested in psychotronic generators that can störe human energy, having the power of psycho- 

kinesis, with the

is? Mrs. Hanne Jonz, San Bernardino, (.aliiornia.

A. The late Verne L. Cameron proved he could sense auras, thought forms and a variety of energies with the Aurameter.

The Petroleometer is used to dowse for oil. Any dowsing Instrument will perform according to the discipline, practice, 

patience, code and understanding of the operator. One advantage of the Aurameter is its great sensitivity.

Q. I wonder if anyone has done a study of the relation of "the Fibonacci Numbers Sequence" to the dimensions of the 

Great Pyramid? According to the Fibonacci Research Center at San Jose, California, the Fibonacci ratio, 1 to 1.618, 

is to be found in- many formations of nature (sunflower, pine cone and etc.) and in patterns of Greek and Roman archi- 

tecture, In the Fibonacci sequence, each number following the first one, consists of the sum of the two previous num- 

bers: 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89, etc. John Micheli, in THE VIEW OVER ATLANTIS, mentions that using the unit of the 

Egyptian cubit, the base and height of the truncated pyramid, which is 440 and 275 respectively, reduces the ratio 8:5 

which Micheli describes as the harmonious proportion known as the Golden Mean (page 96.) The Fibonacci Quarterly, 

notes the piano octave of 8 white keys and 5 black keys, 13 altogether, is a Fibonacci ratio. Mrs. H. Kubicek, Milwaukee, Wis.

A. Our staff Pyramidologist, Bernard Pietsch will have more 

For more Information, write to: Brother Alfred Brosseau, THE 

to say on these interesting nuances of number and pyramids. 

FIBONACCI ASSOCIATION, St Mary1s College, Calif. 94575

TRIO OF PSI PATHFINDERS—Ever searching, ever 
finding new paths through the unknown, we find Mary 
Le Vesque (left), Tom (Tal) Le Vesque (center), Hollow 
Earth researchers, and Patricia Wortman, editor of Here 
and Now (Uni-Com Guide), Californians all, attending 
the recent Sixth Annual UFO Space and Science Conven
tion at Anaheim, California.

In the backdrop . . . a Sttuffer Epi-Kinetics Primal 
Automated Bubbier, with sign saying “Our genuine agile 
fragile, versatile double bubbles may represent the varied 
aspect of the smallest unit of energy or potential ‘A’ 
quark,” a unit of matter incredibly smaller, and one of 
many invisible particles making up the infinitesimally tiny 
protons and neutrons in our space.

The attentive trio listen for the dulcet call of the 
Buhbler’s universally balanced, sole occupant, described 
as a bird that “twertles.”

LEVITATE-SHIP, from a viennese pnnt of 1/09. 
This high-flying vessel, once conceived by a Brazilian 
priest, empioyed an overhead iron grill impregnated 
with coral agates.

The stone’s natural, magnetic lifting force, stimu- 
lated by solar energy presumably activated powerful 
magnets encased in the large spheres—just fore and 
aft of the pilot-navigator. No mention was made 
whether the sky-going craft could stay aloft without 
benefit of direct sunlight.



RECENTLY ADDED TO OUR BOOK CATALOG:

AT LAST, the first scientific accounf 
of Atlantis finds made under the sea 
near Cadiz, Spain in the Summer of 
1973 under the auspices of the An
cient Mediterranean Research Asso
ciation organized by the aufhcr, 
Maxine Asher. DiSCOVERING AT
LANTIS, available through El Cariso 
Publications for $4.94.

STAR VIEWING . . . John Agar fr) of motion picture 
fame scans prototype and discusses virtues of Pyramid 
Energies with Bill Cox. Pyramid Guide co-publisher-editor. 
Moment in time was captnred via Polaroid June 3Oth at 
the San Bernardino. California. Psychic Fair, co-hosted 
by Mr. Agar and Baron Von Brenner, eciitor of The 
Psychic News. Both men have organized an even greater 
event, scheduled at the Hollywood, California. ‘'Paladium'" 
during the last week of August.

Aluminum PYRAMID replicas. Quality 
craftsmanship by Lakeland Electronics. 
Base size 5"x5" @ $4.25 8"x8" @ $6.95 
12"xl2" @ $9.45
Write for free catalog of metal cones, 
witness pendulums, Alphasync GSR detec- 
or, % The Pyramid Guide.

A. A. JBk Al A. Al A. .A. A.

ORGONE, REICH & EROS by 
W. Edward Mann. Deep insighl 
into Wilhelm Reich, metaphysical 
genius, his life and concepts. years 
ahead of his time, energies that lie 
within and drive organisms. the 
electrodynamic force field. human 
aura, Orgone and weather research, 
clouclbusting, Orgone box and 
blankets. $4.50 soft cover. Add 50c 
for postage and handling. Order 
from Pyramid Guide.

SYNERGY ACCESS . . . Global 
bimonthly news letter on futuristic 
communication, meclia and net- 
working. Letter covers tlie PSI 
Revolution, New Reality, Commu- 
nication Tools, New Age Conscious- 
ness: Information, Alternatives. 
Synergevents, Cosmic Humanism. 
S5.00 per vear. Write: TWENTY- 
FIRST CENTURY MEDIA. INC. 
606 Fifth Avenue East, Northpori, 
N. Y. 11731.

Illlllllllilllllllll«

ARE YOU FÄ5CiiV7Fö?
. . . by Astrology, ESP. Hypnotispr. 
UFO and Occult subiects? Then 
SPACEVIEW MAGAZINE is m-ant 
for YOU’v Special offen Six issues 
for only $3.95, or 12 issues for $6.95. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

SPACIVISW-F
103 Goodhue Building 
Beoymont, TX 77701

THE CAMERON PETROLEOMETER. 
Fully described in Oil Locating Handbook 
No. 2 @ $2.75 P.P.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED READ
ING . . . Perceptive, provocative 
articles about the known and the 
unknown. Read "The Psychic 
Observer", Journal of Spiritual 
Science, Henry Nagorka, Editor- 
Publisher, Box 8606, Washington 
D.C. 20011.

FOUNTAINHEAD

"The Fountainhead", an informative 
periodical describing psychic, astrological, 
metaphysical, and occult activities in and 
around Tucson, Arizona. The Fountainhead 
is also the source for books, gifts, lectures, 
and seminars on the occult, operated by 
Bob Moser and Vergie Trice. Location: 
4044 N. First Ave., Tucson, Arizona, 85718 
$2.00 yearly.

"SPECTRUM - JOURNAL OF THE OCCULT" 
A new concept in total reporting! An OCCULT/UFO/ 
FORTEAN information outlet featuring factual news 
events in all these fields. Scientific and analytical 
articles by well known authors, National and Inter
national UFO reports PLUS a Person-to-Person CON
TACT page, Predictions, and Psychic Experiences! 
$4.00 yearly on a quarterly basis — Foreign $5.00. 
Send Subscriptions to: Barbara Lucas, 6290 - 34th 
Ave. North, St. Petersburg, Fla 33710. SAMPLE 
COPY 25C Edited by Joan O'Connell.

"Pyramid Guide". A limited quantity of 
back issues available @ , 75 each. First year 
annual (6 issues), spirai-bound under one 
cover while they last @ $3.75. Californians 
add current sales tax. Write EL CARISO 
PUBLICATIONS P.O. Box 176, Lake 
Elsinore, Ca. 92330.

RECIFE FOR SYNERGY 
you are not betten 
you are not worse 
you are unique 
in the you-niverse 
wayne Woodman The Original Cameron Aurameter, World's most 

Sensitive Dowsing Instrument, (Combination 
water compass, weighing device, and upright 
pendulum) $49.50. Over 4,000 in use world- 
wide today. Exclusively available through El 
Cariso Publications. Write for Free Descriptive 
Brochure. P.O. Box 176, Lake Elsinore, Ca. 
92330.

THE UNI-COM GUIDE
DO YOU KNOW WHAT’S 

HAPPENING IN
CALIFORNIA7

The Uni-Com Guide will teil you
everything that’s going on in Meta-

THE UNI-COM GUIDE 
Monthly Calcndar of Metaphysical 
or Parapsychological Events lor 
California

PSYNETICS FOUNDATION
g. — Self-Discovery

— Psychic Development
'Öß' ~ Spiritual Growth

»LECTURES »CLASSES
• RESEARCH PROJECTS

Write: Psynetics, Dept. PG
1212 E. Lincoln Ave. 
Anaheim, CA 92805 
(714) 533-231 1

The CAMERON AURAMETER and 
* PET R O L EO METER, Ingenious, 
Supersensitive Dowsing Instruments, 
For Divining Treasure, Ore, Under
ground Water, Buried & Lost Objects. 
Auras, Etheric Rays, Beams. Missing 
Persons, Pets, *Oil Gas, And 
Hidden Substances.
Hllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

physics!
$5.00 per year, $8.00 two years

(listin^ ini'ita/by all iyroit[n) PARPASYCHOLOGY • • E S P • • ASTROLOGY •
Here & Now (formerly Uni-Com Guide) is a registered trade mark, owned 
by the Uni-Com Foundation, and published monthly. Mailing address is: 
Box 11716, Palo Alto, Ca. 94306. Phone: 415493-2973.
Correspondence regarding subscriptions should include the code line which 
is above your name.
Allow five weeks for change of address.

WITCHCRAFT • • YOGA • • PSYCHIC PHENOMENON 
MYSTICISM ® • TAROT • • ENLIGHTENMENT • 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION • SPIRITUAL1SM 
TRANSACTIONAL ANAYLSIS • • REINCARNATION 
PSYCHOLOGY « ® METAPHYSICS • • HUMAN1T1TES
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